
Issue Date Time Aired Duration Show Segment Title Description
CATEGORIES ARE: Arts &
Culture, Community,
Government, Women's Issues,
Race & Equality, Social Media,
Technology

Arts & Culture 01/06/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp Featured Interview: Bianca Shaw is a drummer, singer and rapper representing North Lawndale on the west
side of Chicago. Vocalo host Bekoe spoke with Bianca about her recent EP release titled
"Exhale," her new Single "Seat Back," and what she would like to do for the North
Lawndale community.

Social Media 01/06/20 9:20 AM 40 Morning Amp Hashtag: Curtis Shaw Flagg is the Director of Operations for Laugh Factory Chicago, and the
Director of Marketing for Open Books Chicago. On Mondays, he joins the AMp as our
senior social media correspondent. Today we'll discuss California's new privacy law +
Spotify suspends political ads for 2020 + IG is experimenting with getting rid of "likes" &
more!

Community 01/07/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp In-Studio: WBEZ News Producer Mariah Woelfel joins Jill Hopkins in studio to tell us how much
cash Illinois has pulled in in the first week that marijuana has been legal.

Technology 01/07/20 9:20 AM 40 Morning Amp Tech Talk: Mike McGee is the Director of Special Projects at AnitaB.org, nonprofit social enterprise
committed to increasing the representation of women technologists in the global
workforce. He is also our senior tech correspondent bringing us the latest in tech news.
Today we'll talk about Cambridge Analytica as new leaks point to larger global
manipulation. We'll also discuss new advances in Bluetooth technology, and our product
of the week is Sony's electric concept car called the Vision-S.

Arts & Culture 01/08/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp Reclaimed Soul: Ayana Contreras is the host of Vocalo’s Reclaimed Soul and our tour guide down the
River of Soul. She joins Jill Hopkins every Wednesday with a preview of next day's show.

Women's Issues 01/08/20 9:20 AM 15 Morning Amp In-Studio: Deonn Strathman is the Director of Community Engagement and Adolescent Health
Initiatives for Planned Parenthood Illinois. She joins Jill Hopkins on the AMp to talk about
sex education in public schools, as well as PPIL's role in promoting healthy relationships
and consent.

Community 01/09/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp Featured Interview: Last month, Cubs Charities and all-star infielder Javier Báez joined Marc Anthony, Maestro Cares
Foundation, Good Bunny Foundation, and so many others to help cut the ribbon on the first of 25
athletic fields being restored after Hurricanes Maria and Irma in Puerto Rico as a part of LISC's
Play Ball Again Initiative. And now, as the island reels from the effects of a string of earthquakes,
rebuilding communities is more important than ever. Alicia Gonzalez is the Executive Director of
Cubs Charities and she spoke with Jill Hopkins about the Diamond Project and its impact in
Puerto Rico.

Arts & Culture 01/09/20 9:20 AM 15 Morning Amp In-Studio: Womanish is a new cultural movement and exhibit centered around expressing the identity and
perspectives of women and gender non-conforming individuals. Their first womxn-centered
exhibition in Chicago will take place March 24th - April 26th, 2020 at 114 S. State Street. The
exhibition will feature conceptual socio-political installations and multimedia art by a diverse set
of young, women-identified artists that is vital to current social conversations. Co-Founder of
Womanish, Dionna Gray, and Creative Director of the exhibition, Emily Dahlquist, join Jill Hopkins
on the AMp to talk about the art show and the movement.



Arts & Culture 01/10/20 8:20 AM 15 Morning Amp Oye Como Va: Sandra Trevino is the founder and editor of Enchufate.com, one of the city’s leading
resources for Latin Alternative music and news. She joins us to share some new tunes
from Puerto Rico's Empresarios, Brazil's Bossacucanova, and Holland's (!!!!???) Solo
Moderna, as well as to let us know what poppin' in Chicago this weekend.

Arts & Culture 01/10/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp And Ya Don’t Stop: Vocalo’s very own swag master general and senior hip hop correspondent Gabe
Mendoza comes to the table with his first review of 2020. We'll hear what he thinks about
Cam'ron's newest, Purple Haze 2. We'll find out if it's Ketchup, Mild Sauce, or Fuego.

Arts & Culture 01/10/20 9:20 AM 40 Morning Amp Critic’s Corner: Reggie “The Reel Critic” Ponder is Vocalo’s senior film correspondent. He joins every
week to tell us which movies were the winners at last weekend’s Box Office, a look at the
Golden Globe's winners, #BAFTAsSoWhite, and reviews of the WWI drama, 1917, and
the Michael B. Jordan-starring justice and redemption story, Just Mercy.

Community 01/21/20 8:20 AM 15 Morning Amp On the Line: Tuesday, January 21 is the National Day of Racial Healing. All across the country people
are marking this day with events and actions. And in Chicago, "Truth, Racial Healing and
Transformation Greater Chicago" (TRHT) is partnering with businesses, nonprofits,
government agencies and community organizations to host racial healing circles across
the city from January 21 through January 23. TRHT is an initiative that is working for an
anti-racist Chicago by building solidarity across people of all races, ethnic identities and
ages. Joining us on the line is the Director of TRHT, Jose Rico, to talk about racial
healing, the initiative, and the events planned for this week.

Arts & Culture 01/21/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp Featured Interview: It’s 1983 in Chicago, and Evanston punk band Verböten are gearing up for a show at The
Cubby Bear that is sure to change their lives forever. This is the premise of the new
musical from the House Theatre in Chicago. Based on true events the show features
lyrics and music by Verböten’s original guitarist, Jason Narducy who later went on to
work with bands like Split Single, Superchunk and Bob Mould. Jason Narducy and Artistic
Director of The House Theatre of Chicago, Nathan Allen join us in studio to talk about the
musical and the Evanston punk band that was.

Technology 01/21/20 9:20 AM 40 Morning Amp Tech Talk: Mike McGee is the Director of Special Projects at AnitaB.org, nonprofit social enterprise
committed to increasing the representation of women technologists in the global
workforce. He is also our senior tech correspondent bringing us the latest in tech news.

Government 01/22/20 8:20 AM 15 Morning Amp In-Studio: A gang shooting outside of a popular bar on 18th street led to an investigation about political
hiring practices and Aldermanic corruption in Pilsen. It’s a twisty road marked by private security,
wiretaps, and ethics violations. Sounds like Chicago. To give us more on the story of Blue Line
Security, Harbee’s Liquors, and Alderman Danny Solis’ continuing saga are WBEZ Race, Class, and
Communities reporter María Ines Zamudio, and Alejandra Cancino from the Better Government
Association.

Arts & Culture 01/22/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp Reclaimed Soul: Ayana Contreras is the host of Vocalo’s Reclaimed Soul and our tour guide down the
River of Soul. She joins Jill Hopkins every Wednesday with a preview of next day's show.

Arts & Culture 01/22/20 9:20 AM 15 Morning Amp In-Studio: Last weekend marked 65th Birthday of the iconic DJ, producer and House music pioneer
Frankie Knuckles. Frankie was instrumental in establishing Chicago as the birthplace of
House music, and he was also instrumental in creating safe spaces for queer Black and
Brown youth. Writer Terrence Chappell joins Jill Hopkins in studio to discuss the role
Frankie Knuckles played in creating a safe dance music environment on the South Side
of Chicago.



Community 01/23/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp In-Studio: In Illinois alone, 480 species have the unwanted distinction of making this state’s official
endangered species list. But it turns out, in Illinois, we also have an state-authorized
Endangered Species Protection Board. Most people have never heard of it, and certainly
don’t know what they do. So, WBEZ environment and climate reporter Jerome McDonnell
is (FINALLY) stopping by the Vocalo Studio to tell us more. #BarnOwlRealness

Arts & Culture 01/23/20 9:20 AM 15 Morning Amp In Studio: No Love for Love is not your predictable Valentine’s Day celebration. The Chicago Poetry
Foundation is celebrating all that is beautiful, messy, terrifying and fulfilling about love
(and poetry). Valentine’s, but make it a fundraiser. Joining Jill in the studio from the
Chicago Poetry Fundation will be Beth Sampson, and a CPF Poet in Residence,
Frankeim Mitchell.

Arts & Culture 01/24/20 8:20 AM 15 Morning Amp Oye Como Va: Sandra Trevino is the founder and editor of Enchufate.com, one of the city’s leading
resources for Latin Alternative music and news. She brings us weekend updates, new
music from L.A. trio El Mañana, and we'll discuss the controversy surrounding Jeanine
Cummins' new book American Dirt.

Arts & Culture 01/24/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp And Ya Don’t Stop: Vocalo’s very own swag master general and senior hip hop correspondent Gabe
Mendoza comes to the table with a review of "Broken Window of Opportunity," the new
album from Chicago rapper Sir Michael Rocks (The Cool Kids) and Bad Ambassadors
EP from Chicago's Rich Jones.

Arts & Culture 01/24/20 9:20 AM 15 Morning Amp Featured Interview: Dometi Pongo is a journalist, MTV News host as well as MTV's True Life Crime host.
Bekoe caught up with Dometi about his Chicago beginnings and what it takes to produce
a documentary series that explores the unseen parts of society and its subcultures.

Arts & Culture 01/24/20 9:40 AM 20 Morning Amp Critic’s Corner: Reggie “The Reel Critic” Ponder is Vocalo’s senior film correspondent. He joins every
week to tell us which movies were the winners at last weekend’s Box Office, and let us
know what to see at the cinema this weekend.

Community 01/27/20 8:20 AM 15 Morning Amp This Is What Chicago
Sounds Like:

Chicago is a city known for its creative community of artists, activists and influencers. In
our ongoing series, "This Is What Chicago Sounds Like," we feature the voices and
people who contribute to our city’s rich cultural diversity. This month we're shining a
spotlight on change makers, and today we'll hear from Karen Benita Reyes. A resident of
the Pilsen neighborhood, Karen is a social justice advocate and the Executive Director of
ArtReach Chicago, an organization that seeks to connect and empower those who have
been impacted by collective or individual trauma through the practice of visual arts.

Arts & Culture 01/27/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp Featured Interview: This month marked what would have been Frankie Knuckle's 65th birthday. As we look
back on the legacy of house music godfather, we cannot ignore the fact that an important
part of it was Frankie's creation of sanctuaries for the marginalized, especially the Black
and Brown folks in the LGBTQ community. Jill Hopkins spoke with writer and cultural
critic Terrence Chappell about Frankie Knuckle's legacy and the foundation of inclusivity
he left behind.

Community 01/27/20 9:20 AM 15 Morning Amp Kobe Bryant: Yesterday, news broke about the tragic death of NBA player Kobe Bryant in a helicopter
crash. This morning we'll pay a tribute and remember the basketball star and his
contribution to the game.



Social Media 01/27/20 9:40 AM 20 Morning Amp #Hashtag: Curtis Shaw Flagg is the Director of Operations for Laugh Factory Chicago, and the
Director of Marketing for Open Books Chicago. On Mondays, he joins the AMp as our
senior social media correspondent. Today he’s here to talk about Facebook and eBay
pledging to do more to tackle trade in fake reviews after pressure from UK regulator, also
Washington state wants to regulate artificial intelligence, as Microsoft lobbies for new
rules and more.

Community 01/28/20 8:20 AM 15 Morning Amp This Is What Chicago
Sounds Like:

Chicago is a city known for its creative community of artists, activists and influencers. In
our ongoing series, "This Is What Chicago Sounds Like," we feature the voices and
people who contribute to our city’s rich cultural diversity. This month we're shining a
spotlight on change makers, and today we'll hear from Erika Dudley. A resident of Hyde
Park, Erika is a community organizer, the host of Progressive Conversations, and the
Senior Program Manager of the Civic Knowledge Project in the Office of Civic
Engagement at the University of Chicago.

Technology 01/28/20 9:20 AM 40 Morning Amp Tech Talk: Mike McGee is the Director of Special Projects at AnitaB.org, nonprofit social enterprise
committed to increasing the representation of women technologists in the global
workforce. He is also our senior tech correspondent bringing us the latest in tech news.
Today we're discussing how to raise media savvy kids in the digital age and remember
how 10 years ago the iPad changed the Tablet game.

Community 01/29/20 8:20 AM 15 Morning Amp This Is What Chicago
Sounds Like:

Chicago is a city known for its creative community of artists, activists and influencers. In
our ongoing series, "This Is What Chicago Sounds Like," we feature the voices and
people who contribute to our city’s rich cultural diversity. This month we're shining a
spotlight on change makers, and today we'll hear from Channyn Lynne Parker. A resident
of the Woodlawn neighborhood, Channyn is a human rights advocate, public speaker and
Manager of External Relations at Howard Brown Health.

Arts & Culture 01/29/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp Reclaimed Soul: Ayana Contreras is the host of Vocalo’s Reclaimed Soul and our tour guide down the
River of Soul. She joins Jill Hopkins every Wednesday with a preview of next day's show.

Arts & Culture 01/29/20 9:20 AM 15 Morning Amp In-Studio: As The Second City is celebrating its 60th anniversary, the lauded comedy company will
pull from decades’ worth of iconic archival and classic sketches and songs created by
some of the theater’s most notable African American alumni for this year's Black History
Month Show. BHM Show opens on February 4th and sets the stage for an uproarious
night of laughter delivered by a new generation of rising comedians in a celebratory
showcase of the incredible history of work created by artists of color. Joining Jill Hopkins
in studio are the Director of The Black History Month Show, Ali Barthwell, and Director of
Diversity Talent Inclusion & Development at The Second City, Dionna Griffin-Irons.

Community 01/30/20 8:20 AM 15 Morning Amp This Is What Chicago
Sounds Like:

Chicago is a city known for its creative community of artists, activists and influencers. In
our ongoing series, "This Is What Chicago Sounds Like," we feature the voices and
people who contribute to our city’s rich cultural diversity. This month we're shining a
spotlight on change makers, and today we'll hear from community organizer and anti-
racism educator at SPEAK UP, Megan Brand.



Arts & Culture 01/30/20 9:20 AM 15 Morning Amp Featured Interview: Kiley Reid’s “Such a Fun Age” is one of the most highly anticipated novels of 2020, and an instant
New York Times bestseller. It's a hyper-relateable story of race and privilege set around a young
black babysitter named Emira and her (let’s just say it) White Feminist employer, Alix, and what
happens after a tense, racially driven incident brings their differences to light. The TV and film
rights have already been picked up by Lena Waithe’s Hillman Grad Productions, so we'll be
hearing a lot more from its author.

Arts & Culture 02/01/20 8:20 AM 15 Morning Amp Oye Como Va: Sandra Trevino is the founder and editor of Enchufate.com, one of the city’s leading
resources for Latin Alternative music and news. She brings us weekend updates and new
music from Brazilian duo XAXIM and Afro-Colombian group Faraon Bantu.

Arts & Culture 02/01/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp And Ya Don’t Stop: Vocalo’s very own swag master general and senior hip hop correspondent Gabe
Mendoza comes to the table with a review of the new compilation album from Chicago
Hip Hop label Closed Sessions as well as Mac Miller's posthumous album "Circles"

Arts & Culture 02/01/20 9:20 AM 40 Morning Amp Critic’s Corner: Reggie “The Reel Critic” Ponder is Vocalo’s senior film correspondent. He joins every week to tell
us which movies were the winners at last weekend’s Box Office, and let us know what to see at
the cinema this weekend. We'll talk Box Office number, the new action thriller flick The Rhythm
Section, and remember Kobe Bryant for his Oscar winning animated short "Dear Basketball."

Arts & Culture 02/03/20 8:20 AM 40 Morning Amp In Rotation: Each month we add new music from up and coming new Chicago artists to rotation on
Vocalo and premiere the new selections every first Monday of the month.

Social Media 02/03/20 9:20 AM 40 Morning Amp #Hashtag: Curtis Shaw Flagg is the Director of Operations for Laugh Factory Chicago, and the Director of
Marketing for Open Books Chicago. On Mondays, he joins the AMp as our senior social media
correspondent. Today he’s here to talk about Facebook's’s new tool that will tell you how it
knows so much about you, and how Washington state wants to regulate artificial intelligence, as
Microsoft lobbies for new rules.

Arts & Culture 02/04/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp Featured Interview: Vocalo, WBEZ and Young Chicago Authors' annual Winter Block Party returns to The
Metro and Smart Bar this Saturday, 2/8. This year we're celebrating the power of
community - from the days of the Blue Groove Lounge to the vital space Young Chicago
Authors provides today. We spoke with two performing artists at this year's Block Party,
DJ Pumpin Pete and Ca$h Era about the Hip Hop and House scenes back then and the
state of Hip Hop culture right now.

Technology 02/04/20 9:20 AM 40 Morning Amp Tech Talk: Mike McGee is the Director of Special Projects at AnitaB.org, nonprofit social enterprise
committed to increasing the representation of women technologists in the global
workforce. He is also our senior tech correspondent bringing us the latest in tech news.
We'll discuss how to delete what Facebook knows about your life outside of Facebook,
and the former BET Networks CEO Debra Lee who recently hinted at launching a tech
fund to back women of color.

Arts & Culture 02/05/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp Reclaimed Soul: Ayana Contreras is the host of Vocalo’s Reclaimed Soul and our tour guide down the
River of Soul. She joins Jill Hopkins every Wednesday with a preview of next day's show.

Arts & Culture 02/05/20 9:20 AM 15 Morning Amp Featured Interview: Vocalo, WBEZ and Young Chicago Authors' annual Winter Block Party returns to The Metro and
Smart Bar this Saturday, 2/8. This year we're celebrating the power of community - from the days
of the Blue Groove Lounge to the vital space Young Chicago Authors provides today. We spoke
with two performing artists at this year's Block Party, Ang13 and Brittany Carter, about what it
was like being a woman in the Hip Hop scene back in the day and how it is now.



Arts & Culture 02/07/20 8:20 AM 15 Morning Amp Oye Como Va: Sandra Trevino is the founder and editor of Enchufate.com, one of the city’s leading
resources for Latin Alternative music and news. She brings us weekend updates and new
music from Toluca-based dark-electro-cumbia project Malefics off their new album,
Jarope.

Arts & Culture 02/07/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp And Ya Don’t Stop: Vocalo’s very own swag master general and senior hip hop correspondent Gabe
Mendoza comes to the table with a review of the new Lil Wayne album "Funeral." We'll
also take a look back at the 20 years since the release of Ghostface Killah's "Supreme
Clientele."

Arts & Culture 02/07/20 9:20 AM 40 Morning Amp Critic’s Corner: Reggie “The Reel Critic” Ponder is Vocalo’s senior film correspondent. He joins every
week to tell us which movies were the winners at last weekend’s Box Office, and let us
know what to see at the cinema this weekend. We'll talk Box Office numbers and look
ahead at the Oscars this weekend.

Arts & Culture 02/10/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp Featured Interview: Joel Q is a Special Education teacher at Cook Elementary school in Chicago. But he's
also a rapper, whose new album is called "Crazy Road To Glory." Vocalo midday host
Bekoe spoke with the South Side MC about his music, reppin' Auburn Gresham, and
working with kids.

Social Media 02/10/20 9:20 AM 40 Morning Amp #Hashtag: Curtis Shaw Flagg is the Director of Operations for Laugh Factory Chicago, and the
Director of Marketing for Open Books Chicago. On Mondays, he joins the AMp as our
senior social media correspondent. Today he’s here to talk about Facebook's $550
million settlement with the State of Illinois over the social media giant's use of facial
recognition software in a State that has strict biometric privacy laws. Also, ACLU says it’ll
fight DHS efforts to use app locations for deportations, and U.S. dating app usage is on
the rise.

Government 02/11/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp In-Studio: Stephanie Skora is a Chicago-based activist, organizer, public speaker and the co-author
of the popular lighthearted, progressive "Girl, I Guess Voter Guide." They are joining Jill
Hopkins in studio to discuss the latest edition of the Voter Guide focused on the
Primaries.

Technology 02/11/20 9:20 AM 40 Morning Amp Tech Talk: Mike McGee is the Director of Special Projects at AnitaB.org, nonprofit social enterprise
committed to increasing the representation of women technologists in the global
workforce. He is also our senior tech correspondent bringing us the latest in tech news.
Today, we'll discuss the new "girls-only" social app Giggle. Spoiler alert: it uses “bio-
metric gender verification software” and doesn't work if you're trans. Also, The
Department of Justice has indicted 4 Chinese hackers for the 2017 Equifax hacking
incident where sensitive personal information of nearly 148 million US citizens had been
compromised. And lastly, our app of the week is Block Party. It's less about BBQ, music
and fun times with your neighbors and more about preventing online abuse and
harassment. App designer, Tracy Chou, says the tech industry needs to be more
concerned about its impact on society.

Arts & Culture 02/13/20 8:20 AM 15 Morning Amp Live From Studio 10: DRAMA is a Chicago-based electronic music collaboration of producer Na'el Shehade and vocalist
Via Rosa. Together they create a dance heavy, yet melancholy sound that blurs lines between
House, R&B, and soulful-pop. Their new album is called “Dance Without Me” and is a perfect
romantic dance-pop soundtrack to heartbreak, loneliness, longing and unrequited love. This
morning we'll hear a preview of their interview and live performance on Live From Studio 10. The
full podcast and live session will be out later in the afternoon on Vocalo.org

Arts & Culture 02/13/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp In-Studio: This month, the Field Museum is celebrating its first observed Black History Month with
an exhibition of the work of Carl Cotton, the Field's first black taxidermist. Reda Brooks,
Exhibition Budget Coordinator and the curator of "A Natural Talent: The Taxidermy of
Carl Cotton," joins us in-studio.



Arts & Culture 02/13/20 9:20 AM 15 Morning Amp Featured Interview: Hannibal Buress is one of Chicago's greatest comedy exports. He's back in town for a
show with Lil Rel tonight at Thalia Hall, and he's playing in the NBA All-Star Celebrity
Game with his team captain Common, among many others. He spoke with Jill Hopkins
about the upcoming game, new TV special, and his Chicago food cravings.

Arts & Culture 02/14/20 8:20 AM 15 Morning Amp Oye Como Va: Sandra Trevino is the founder and editor of Enchufate.com, one of the city’s leading
resources for Latin Alternative music and news. She brings us weekend updates and new
music from Mexican-Canadian Rumba / Hip-Hop artist Boogat and new romantic trap
Reggaeton track from Panama's Nino Augustine, just in time for Valentie's!

Arts & Culture 02/14/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp And Ya Don’t Stop: Vocalo’s very own swag master general and senior hip hop correspondent Gabe Mendoza comes
to the table with his thoughts on the new AIR CREDITS EP (dystopian Hip Hop from near future
but also present Chicago) as well as "The Price of Tea in China" new album from Boldy James.

Arts & Culture 02/14/20 9:20 AM 15 Morning Amp In-Studio: Kurt Braunohler is a comedian, actor and podcaster. He will be performing this weekend
2/13 - 2/15 at Zanies in Chicago, and this morning he joins Jill Hopkins to talk about his
appearances on TV shows like Bob's Burgers, The Good Place, and many others.

Arts & Culture 02/14/20 9:40 AM 20 Morning Amp Critic’s Corner: Reggie “The Reel Critic” Ponder is Vocalo’s senior film correspondent. Matt Fagerholm is
the founder of IndieOutlook.com, and an editor at RogerEbert.com. Both join us in studio
to look back at the winners and losers at last weekend's Oscars.

Community 02/18/20 8:20 AM 15 Morning Amp This Is What Chicago
Sounds Like:

Chicago is a city known for its creative community of artists, activists and influencers. In
our ongoing series, "This Is What Chicago Sounds Like," we feature the voices and
people who contribute to our city’s rich cultural diversity. This month we're celebrating
Black History Month and shining a spotlight on people making Black history today. This
morning, we'll hear from Darius Parker. A resident of Uptown, Darius is the Operations
Coordinator for Kuumba Lynx, an organization committed to the lives of youth using
urban art and performance to cultivate strong communities built on a foundation of love.

Technology 02/18/20 9:40 AM 40 Morning Amp Tech Talk: Mike McGee is the Director of Special Projects at AnitaB.org, nonprofit social enterprise
committed to increasing the representation of women technologists in the global workforce. He
is also our senior tech correspondent bringing us the latest in tech news. Today we're discussing
a girls-only app that uses AI to screen a user’s gender — what could go wrong? We'll find out
how 4 Chinese hackers allegedly took down Equifax. And, the App of the Week is called Block
Party, and it helps you deal with online harassment.

Community 02/19/20 8:20 AM 15 Morning Amp This Is What Chicago
Sounds Like:

Chicago is a city known for its creative community of artists, activists and influencers. In
our ongoing series, "This Is What Chicago Sounds Like," we feature the voices and
people who contribute to our city’s rich cultural diversity. This month we're celebrating
Black History Month and shining a spotlight on people making Black history today. This
morning, we'll hear from Damon Williams, a movement builder, founding member of Let
Us Breathe Collective and Co-Host of AirGo Radio.

Arts & Culture 02/19/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp Reclaimed Soul: Ayana Contreras is the host of Vocalo’s Reclaimed Soul and our tour guide down the
River of Soul. Tomorrow night Ayana will host an ice-skating party in Millenium Park, and
this morning she brings us the iciest but also the hottest Soul selections ahead of the
party.



Arts & Culture 02/19/20 9:20 AM 15 Morning Amp Featured Interview: The new Hulu television show High Fidelity takes place in New York City at
Championship Vinyl, where the owner Rob, played by Zoe Kravitz is going through a
crisis or romance. The record store is employed by Simon, her ex and her best friend
Cherise, whose musical proclivities make her, maybe the best character in the show.
Cherise is played by Da'Vine Joy Randolph, who also starred in Dolemite Is My Name.
Jill Hopkins spoke with Da'Vine about her exciting recent roles.

Community 02/20/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp This Is What Chicago
Sounds Like:

Chicago is a city known for its creative community of artists, activists and influencers. In
our ongoing series, "This Is What Chicago Sounds Like," we feature the voices and
people who contribute to our city’s rich cultural diversity. This month we're celebrating
Black History Month and shining a spotlight on people making Black history today. This
morning, we'll hear from Keewa Nurullah, a performance artist, event organizer and the
owner of Kido Shop in South Loop.

Arts & Culture 02/20/20 9:20 AM 15 Morning Amp Featured Interview: Part rock show, part homage and part performance spectacle, The Floor Show is a
theatrical multimedia experience centered around Bowie's drive to reinvent himself over
and over again. The show opens tonight at Chopin Theater and runs through March 1st.
Creators, Alex Grelle, Jesse Morgan Young, and Liam Kazar spoke with Jill Hopkins
about the production.

Community 02/21/20 8:20 AM 15 Morning Amp This Is What Chicago
Sounds Like:

Chicago is a city known for its creative community of artists, activists and influencers. In
our ongoing series, "This Is What Chicago Sounds Like," we feature the voices and
people who contribute to our city’s rich cultural diversity. This month we're celebrating
Black History Month and shining a spotlight on people making Black history today. This
morning, we'll hear from Norman Teagan, a Chicago-based artist, furniture designer and
educator.

Arts & Culture 02/21/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp Oye Como Va: Sandra Trevino is the founder and editor of Enchufate.com, one of the city’s leading
resources for Latin Alternative music and news. She brings us weekend updates and
premieres nu-cumbia track from Mexican producer El Messy and experimental
electronica from Ecuadorian artist Lascive Dopamine.

Arts & Culture 02/21/20 9:20 AM 15 Morning Amp And Ya Don’t Stop: Vocalo’s very own swag master general and senior hip hop correspondent Gabe
Mendoza comes to the table with a review of the new Denzel Curry and Kenny Beats
collaboration called "Unlocked," and the new Royce Da 5'9 album "The Allegory."

Arts & Culture 02/21/20 9:40 AM 20 Morning Amp Critic’s Corner: Reggie “The Reel Critic” Ponder is Vocalo’s senior film correspondent. He joins every
week to tell us which movies were the winners at last weekend’s Box Office, and let us
know what to see at the cinema this weekend.

Arts & Culture 02/26/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp Reclaimed Soul: Ayana Contreras is the host of Vocalo’s Reclaimed Soul and our tour guide down the River of
Soul. She joins Jill Hopkins every Wednesday with a preview of next day's show.

Arts & Culture 02/26/20 9:20 AM 15 Morning Amp Featured Interview: During 2019, Chicago Hip Hop duo, Mother Nature, experienced what is known in
astrology as “the Saturn Return,” when the planet comes back to meet your natal Saturn
— returning to where it was when you were born. This astrological idea became the title
and the theme of their new EP where MC's T.R.U.T.H and Klevah reaffirm the power of
Black womxn, reconcile dualities, and create a home out of Hip Hop. Jill Hopkins spoke
with the duo about the new project.

Arts & Culture 02/28/20 8:20 AM 15 Morning Amp Oye Como Va: Sandra Trevino is the founder and editor of Enchufate.com, one of the city’s leading resources for
Latin Alternative music and news. She brings us weekend updates and new music from
Argentinian singer, songwriter and DJ, BARDA, as well as a new Reggaeton-influenced track by
Colombian musician and actor, TEO.



Arts & Culture 02/28/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp Featured Interview: West-Side Hip Hop Collective, Pivot Gang, has been making international headlines,
selling out shows, and continuing to put Chicago on the map as a city known for its "hip
hop renaissance." All that thanks to a group of young and talented Pivot Gang members
like Saba, Joseph Chilliams, MFnMelo, and others. Last year the gang came together to
release much acclaimed "You Can't Sit With Us," and this year MFnMelo is riding the
Pivot momentum and shining on his own with a solo release "Everybody Eats." He joined
Jill Hopkins in studio to talk about the project.

Arts & Culture 02/28/20 9:20 AM 40 Morning Amp Critic’s Corner: Reggie “The Reel Critic” Ponder is Vocalo’s senior film correspondent. He joins every
week to tell us which movies were the winners at last weekend’s Box Office, and lets us
know what to see at the cinema this weekend.

Arts & Culture 03/02/20 8:20 AM 15 Morning Amp Featured Interview: Air Credits' music is from "not-too-distant future" when our planet’s water supply has all
but ceased, the landscape turned to wasteland, and air is a limited resource bought and
sold in black market economy. A few surviving radio stations have been transformed into
climate controlled compounds to maintain communication with the declining population
and to preserve the remnants of culture new and old. New Archivists have been tasked
with recreating what music was like before the apocalyptic catastrophe, and Air Credits
have been releasing theses glimpses into what music of the past may have sounded like
through their 6-part EP series "Wasteland Radio - New Archives." Their fourth EP
features 4 new songs, and we spoke with producer Steve Reidell and MC Show You
Suck about the dystopian world they've created.

Arts & Culture 03/02/20 8:40 AM 40 Morning Amp In Rotation: Each month we add new music from up and coming new Chicago artists to rotation on
Vocalo and premiere the new selections every first Monday of the month.

Social Media 03/02/20 9:20 AM 40 Morning Amp #Hashtag: Curtis Shaw Flagg is the Director of Operations for Laugh Factory Chicago, and the
Director of Marketing for Open Books Chicago. On Mondays, he joins the AMp as our
senior social media correspondent.

Technology 03/03/20 8:20 AM 15 Morning Amp App of the Week: Spotivity is a dynamic and interactive search, mapping, and education app that helps
enable users (kids and/or parents) make the best decisions about how to use time
outside of school hours.  Spotivity founder and developer, Montana Butsch joins Jill to
talk about the app, and it's brand new spot as one of the five companies that were
selected as finalists in the Chicago Bulls’ first-ever startup competition.

Arts & Culture 03/03/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp Featured Interview: West-Side Hip Hop Collective, Pivot Gang, has been making international headlines,
selling out shows, and continuing to put Chicago on the map as a city known for its Hip
Hop "renaissance." All that thanks to a group of young and talented Pivot Gang members
like Saba, Joseph Chilliams, MFN Melo, and others. Last year the gang came together to
release much acclaimed "You Can't Sit With Us," and this year MFN Melo is riding the
Pivot momentum and shining on his own with a solo release "Everybody Eats." He joined
Jill Hopkins in studio to talk about the project.

Arts & Culture 03/03/20 9:20 AM 15 Morning Amp Sing It Up!: Chicago's Original Live Band Karaoke is celebrating 18 years of rocking faces throughout
the US, playing everywhere from church alters to football stadiums. LBK will be returning
to Piece Pizzeria & Brewery (where they were the Saturday night house band for 14
years!), Friday, March 6th, to kick off a monthly residency. Drummer and founding
member of Live Band Karaoke, Tim Lydon, joins Jill to celebrate the milestone and let
you know how you can be the frontperson you've always wanted to be.



Arts & Culture 03/04/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp Reclaimed Soul: Ayana Contreras is the host of Vocalo’s Reclaimed Soul and our tour guide down the River of
Soul. She joins Jill Hopkins every Wednesday with a preview of next day's show.

Arts & Culture 03/04/20 9:20 AM 15 Morning Amp Featured Interview: Triviality Podcast is a weekly trivia podcast done in a game show style. It's perfect for
trivia nerds who can't get enough of their local bar trivia nights and want to re-create the
experience on their commute to work or, like Morning AMp host Jill, while doing dishes or
walking a dog. The podcast is lighthearted, informative and fun, and has been drawing
listeners anywhere from Chicago to Amsterdam and beyond. Jill spoke with Neal Fischer,
who is a Commercial Director at Radar Studios by day and one of the co-hosts of
Triviality Podcast by night.

Arts & Culture 03/05/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp Featured Interview: Sudan Archives is the stage name of L.A.-based singer and songwriter Brittney Parks. A
self-taught violinist, Sudan Archives has been putting out music that's truly her own fusing
R&B with world music and experimental sounds. Her newest project Athena has
garnered international praise and critical acclaim. Jill Hopkins spoke with the songstress
about her new album and her love of violin.

Arts & Culture 03/05/20 9:20 AM 15 Morning Amp Featured Interview: Winston Duke is known for his roles in movies like Black Panther and Us, and now he's
back starring in the new murder conspiracy detective film, Spencer Confidential, which
comes out this weekend on Netflix. Jill Hopkins spoke with Winston about his acting
career and the new role.

Arts & Culture 03/06/20 8:20 AM 15 Morning Amp And Ya Don’t Stop: Vocalo’s very own swag master general and senior hip hop correspondent Gabe
Mendoza comes to the table with a review of Chicago drill rapper G Herbo's new album
"PTSD," and East Coast rapper Jadakiss' new offering "Ignatius."

Arts & Culture 03/06/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp Oye Como Va: Sandra Trevino is the founder and editor of Enchufate.com, one of the city’s leading
resources for Latin Alternative music and news. She brings us weekend updates and
shares dark Cumbia song by Mexican producers Spoon and Talacha, and a Latinx indie
pop Single by Angelica Garcia.

Arts & Culture 03/06/20 9:20 AM 40 Morning Amp Critic’s Corner: Reggie “The Reel Critic” Ponder is Vocalo’s senior film correspondent. He joins every
week to tell us which movies were the winners at last weekend’s Box Office, and let us
know what to see at the cinema this weekend.

Arts & Culture 03/10/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp On the line: "In Real Life" exhibition at the Museum of Contemporary Photography explores the real-
world impact of computer vision - from the murky ethics of data collection and
surveillance to the racial and gender biases that abound in facial-recognition technology.
MoCP Executive Director and the curator of the exhibit, Natasha Egan, joins Jill Hopkins
in studio to discuss all things AI, surveillance, racial biases, and the possibilities and
anxieties that new technologies bring.

Technology 03/10/20 9:20 AM 40 Morning Amp Tech Talk: Mike McGee is the Director of Special Projects at AnitaB.org, a nonprofit social enterprise
committed to increasing the representation of women technologists in the global
workforce. He is also our senior tech correspondent bringing us the latest in tech news.
Today, we're discussing how 20 second hand washing ritual in the age of coronavirus
has sparked multiple lyrics generator apps to give you an alternative to the Happy
Birthday song. Also, Amazon is seeking to sell their cashierless Go technology to other
stores, and Apple is encouraging remote work in their offices across the globe.

Arts & Culture 03/11/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp Reclaimed Soul: Ayana Contreras is the host of Vocalo’s Reclaimed Soul and our tour guide down the
River of Soul. She joins Jill Hopkins every Wednesday with a preview of next day's show.



Arts & Culture 03/11/20 9:20 AM 15 Morning Amp In-Studio: This weekend, two luminary Chicago DJs, Psycho-B*tch ("Psycho-B" for radio) and Lady
D are celebrating their 35/25 anniversary (respectively) of being professional DJs,
producers, pioneers in the genre, trend setters and influencers in the music scenes in
and outside of Chicago. They will be playing back-to-back sets all night at the Smartbar's
Daphne Series this Saturday, March 14th. This morning they join Jill Hopkins on the AMp
to talk about their DJ journeys and experiences navigating the male-dominated scene for
25+ years.

Arts & Culture 03/12/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp Featured Interview: On March 14th, first generation Indian and Muslim Soul singer Zeshan B will help present
the inaugural gala of Chicago's brand new South Asia Institute. He will be debuting his
brand new song "Brown Power" live for the first time. It's an open arms civil rights anthem
with a video featuring Ilhan Omar, Hasan Minhaj, Rev. Jesse Jackson, Dr. Cornel West,
and more. It's an inclusive array of representatives, reverends, activists and artists on the
front lines of the fight for equality. Zeshan spoke with Jill Hopkins about solidarity within
the struggle and his partnership with Chicago's new South Asia Institute.

Arts & Culture 03/12/20 9:20 AM 15 Morning Amp On the line: "Hit Her With The Skates" is a musical about life, love and the roller rink starring American Idol
power couple Diana Degarmo and Ace Young. It's a coming-of-age story of rock star Jacqueline
Miller who's about to embark on her first national tour while, at the same time, kicking off the
gala for the re-opening of her beloved childhood roller rink, Windy City Skates. Her childhood
memories of skating in the rink set her on a path of self-rediscovery. The show runs March 10th -
June 21st at The Royal George Theater on 1641 N. Halsted St. Co-creator and producer, Christine
Rea, joins Jill Hopkins on the line to talk about the production.

Arts & Culture 03/16/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp Featured Interview: Mykele Deville is a rapper, performer and actor who works in the service industry in
Chicago, all of which have been among the hardest hit by coronavirus prevention
measures. Jill Hopkins spoke with Mykele on the phone about how he's holding up in the
times of event cancellations, social distancing and isolation.

Arts & Culture 03/16/20 9:20 AM 15 Morning Amp Featured Interview: Vocalo mid-day host Bekoe spoke with an up-and-coming rapper Lil Woo. Formerly from
Chicago and now residing in DeKalb, IL, Woo was one of Vocalo's "In Rotation" artists
this month and his new album is called Marauder Season. He was recently featured on
Netlix series "Rhythm and Flow" as well as "The Jam" on WCIU. They spoke about his
origins and new music.

Arts & Culture 03/17/20 8:40 AM 15 Morning Amp Reclaimed Soul: Ayana Contreras is the host of Vocalo’s Reclaimed Soul and our tour guide down the
River of Soul. She joins Jill Hopkins every Wednesday with a preview of next day's show.
This week Ayana highlights Soul and Reggae covers of big American hit songs.

Community 03/17/20 9:20 AM 15 Morning Amp What's That In Your
House:

As many of us are working and spending more time at home, we might be coming across
items we never thought were in the house. Well, at least Jill is finding plenty of things that
she didn't know she had. Today on the AMp, Jill goes over the election results, the latest
in the COVID-19 outbreak, and also all the random and strange objects she stumbles
upon in her house.


